
NAUTIC
Decorative panel

Now you can install your fencing in a personalized way with this new
concept of square panels. Do you dare to play with colors and shapes and
create a customized fence in your garden?

Benefits
Now you can install your fencing in a
personalized way with this new concept of
square panels. Do you dare to play with
colors and shapes and create a customized
fence in your garden? By incorporating a new
design, in random formats and positions, the
Nautic panel protects you from prying eyes,
the wind, the sun... creating original light
effects thanks to its irregular and rounded
shapes. The 1x1m dimensions allow different
types of installation: by changing its
orientation we can customize the fencing to
our liking. It can be installed vertically (one
above the other) or horizontally to close your
terrace, put on a wall or create a private space
in your garden. Installed on the wall, this
panel can also be used as a support for
climbing plants or as a decoration. The
injected polypropylene resin allows to have a
light, robust and durable product for years.
Together with the accessories in this range, it
is possible to create enclosures in a simple
way and without the need for tools. Take a
look at the accessories needed to fix it
perfectly: PERFIX (square), BASFIX (base),
ALUPOST (post) and profile H.

Characteristics
-Made of injected PP resin. -Weight: 3.34 kgs.
-Thickness: 5mm -Available in different
colors: white and rust or anthracite color with
metallic effects. -It can be easily cut in any
direction. -With anti UV treatment. The panels
can undergo a slight expansion or contraction
with changes in temperature, so it is
important to follow the assembly instructions
(see video) to maintain the correct distances.

Ref. Size. Thickness (mm) Color
2019485

2019486

2019487
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